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Across Down 
    

1 Hated Beach Boy 1 Bewitching siren of German folklore known  

4 Queen Hatshepsut (initials)  for brushing golden hair atop large rock on  

6 1D album (initials)  Rhein luring sailors to death with beauty  

7 Islamic prayer of supplication imploring God  2 Charge or imbue with vital energy or life 

 for assistance regarded by the Prophet as an   force hypothesized in mid-19th century by  

 act of worship in itself (2’1)  Baron Carl von Reichenbach (following on 

8 More dangerous, precarious, unpredictable or    animal magnetism of Franz Mesmer) (named  

 unsafe; with a greater possibility of failure,   after Norse god) 

 disaster or loss 3 Glass or ceramic vessel for storage, transport 

10 Fiery, Old Testament prophet and primary   or display (notable examples including Ajax 

 author of Torah (during captivity in Babylon)   and Achilles Playing a Game of Dice in  

 called “the founding-father of intolerance, of   Vatican Museum and so-called Portland …  

 racialism and vengeance as a religion, and of   in British Museum) 

 murder in the name of God” 4 Disturbed US naval commander played by  

11 Little Egypt (initials)   Humphrey Bogart in The Caine Mutiny  

12 Litter carried by four bearers for transporting   memorable for chilling unravelling with ball  

 non-samurai class in feudal Japan  bearings court room scene 

14 Demonic entity in male form which visits 5 “But most thro’ midnight streets I hear / How  

 women while asleep believed to result in the  the youthful … curse / Blasts the new-born  

 birth of witches, devils and deformed human   Infants tear / And blights with plagues the  

 offspring from Latin for nightmare or “one   Marriage hearse” London Blake 

 who lies down on (unsuspecting sleeper)” 7 Metrical foot (in poetry) consisting of an 

   unstressed syllable (u) followed by a stressed  

   syllable (-) repeated (u-u-) such as “But most  

   thro’ midnight streets I hear” or “She went  

   away for the holiday etc.” 

  9 “She went away for the holiday / Said she’s  

   going to L.A.” The … Took My Baby Away 

   Ramones 

   13 Transformational, African American sporting 

   legend, conscientious objector and convert to 

   Islam (slave name) (initials) 
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